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NEW QUESTION: 1
A defect was discovered in production and a new sprint item has
been created for deploying a hotfix.
However, any code change must go through the following steps
before going into production:
* Scan the code for security breaches, such as password and

access key leaks.
* Run the code through extensive, long running unit tests.
Which source control strategy should a DevOps Engineer use in
combination with AWS CodePipeline to complete this process?
A. Create a hotfix branch from the master branch. Triger the
development pipeline from the hotfix branch.
Use AWS CodeBuild to do a content scan and run unit tests. Add
a manual approval stage that merges the hotfix branch into the
master branch.
B. Create a hotfix branch from the master branch. Create a
separate source stage for the hotfix branch in the production
pipeline. Trigger the pipeline from the hotfix branch. Use AWS
Lambda to do a content scan and use AWS CodeBuild to run unit
tests. Add a manual approval stage that merges the hotfix
branch into the master branch.
C. Create a hotfix branch from the master branch. Triger the
development pipeline from the hotfix branch.
Use AWS Lambda to do a content scan and run unit tests. Add a
manual approval stage that merges the hotfix branch into the
master branch.
D. Create a hotfix tag on the last commit of the master branch.
Trigger the development pipeline from the hotfix tag. Use AWS
CodeDeploy with Amazon ECS to do a content scan and run unit
tests. Add a manual approval stage that merges the hotfix tag
into the master branch.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Target 1: Flex
Target 2: 1
Target 3: Flex
Target 4: 2
https://css-tricks.com/snippets/css/a-guide-to-flexbox/

NEW QUESTION: 3
How can you see a dropped connection and the cause from the
kernel?
A. fw ctl zdebug drop
B. fw debug drop on
C. fw ctl debug drop on
D. fw zdebug drop

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are testing an integration to an external service that
requires you to configure an access key in an environment
variable. You created a new environment to validate the
functionality The variable must only impact this environment
How do you configure the variable?
A. Use the magento-cloud CLl utility with the
environmentinheritable and level flags
B. Use vendor/bin/ece-tools to generate a local config.phpfile
and commit the setting
C. Add the variable to the variables section under Project
Settings specifying inheritance level
D. Add the variable to the .magento.env.yaml file specifying
the environment and inheritable
Answer: C
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